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SWALE CORE STRATEGY  

ISSUES AND STRATEGIC SPATIAL OPTIONS - COMMERCIAL 
QUALITATIVE VIEW 

The intention of the paper is to provide Swale Borough Council with emerging views on 
the deliverability of options included in the Council’s ‘Core Strategy - Issues and Strategic 
Options Consultation, January 2011’.  The commentary is couched in terms of commercial 
property considerations, and especially from a delivery perspective.  At this early stage of 
the process the comments are intended to be high level and provide early markers as to 
potential key delivery issues. 

Background 

There are four key spatial options contained in the Core Strategy.  These broad options are 
as follows: 

 Option 1- continuing previous policy provision of development concentrated at urban 
areas. 

 Option 2 - continuing previous policy provision of development concentrated at urban 
areas and at larger villages. 

 Option 3 – step change in employment growth and continuing previous policy 
provision for development concentrated at urban areas. 

 Option 4 – step change in employment and housing growth. 

For each option we focus on the key opportunities and constraints facing the spatial 
options. 
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Option 1 - Continuing previous policy provision of development concentrated at 
urban areas 

Urban regeneration in central Sittingbourne. Good prospect of delivery.  Key delivery 
issues may well relate to sunk costs needed to address remediation, flood risk and 
infrastructure requirements (especially roads and bridges, assuming the town centre SPD is 
implemented).  Delivery may rest on a flexible approach to phasing and affordable housing 
quotas: particularly if wider planning benefits are to be secured.   

Further urban regeneration opportunity at Queenborough.  While undoubtedly the 
regeneration of Queenborough is an important aspiration, it should be recognised that 
this area is characterised by low housing values.  Therefore, bringing viable residential sites 
forward may be reliant upon public sector intervention, grant funding etc.  This could 
make scheme delivery here more challenging [NB other major residential schemes in the 
Queenborough area have seen significant involvement from regeneration agencies (e.g. 
Thistle Hill or Queenborough itself) – and this may be the model which is needed to effect 
change here again]. 

New housing sites at Sittingbourne and/or Minster/Halfway.  The prospect of securing 
deliverable new housing in these settlements is likely to be enhanced if focussed more on 
relatively unconstrained brownfield or greenfield land.  It is likely that viability will be an 
increased issue in Minster/Halfway compared to Sittingbourne, due to lower residential 
values in the former.  Planning for more housing in Minster/Halfway could make meeting 
affordable housing targets more challenging, unless external funding is available. 

Expansion of Kent Science Park.  On the basis that no significant/major new 
infrastructure is needed (i.e. new access/junction off the M2) to facilitate the expansion of 
the Science Park (6ha), then this proposal is expected to be deliverable, with phased 
development reflecting the demand from occupiers. 

Sittingbourne Northern Relief Road (NNR).  More clarity and financial testing needed 
on the costs involved in delivering the NNR, the extent to which public and developer 
funding is required to secure the delivery of this road, and how these funds are to be 
secured.  

OVERALL COMMENTS 

This spatial option has good prospects of delivery, largely aligned to where development is 
most likely to be viable.  Main concern relates to how key elements of infrastructure will be 
funded, particularly the NNR, and that too much housing becomes planned for areas with 
low values or on sites with significant constraints. 

Delivery Prospects: Amber/Green. 
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Option 2 - Continuing previous policy provision for development concentrated at 
urban areas and larger villages. 

Urban regeneration in central Sittingbourne. Good prospect of delivery.  Key delivery 
issues may well relate to sunk costs needed to address remediation, flood risk and 
infrastructure requirements (especially roads and bridges, assuming the town centre SPD is 
implemented).  Delivery may rest on a flexible approach to phasing and affordable housing 
quotas: particularly if wider planning benefits are to be secured.   

Further urban regeneration opportunity at Queenborough.  While undoubtedly the 
regeneration of Queenborough is an important aspiration, it should be recognised that 
this area is characterised by low housing values.  Therefore, bringing viable residential sites 
forward may be reliant upon public sector intervention, grant funding etc.  This could 
make scheme delivery here more challenging [NB other major residential schemes in the 
Queenborough area have seen significant involvement from regeneration agencies (e.g. 
Thistle Hill or Queenborough itself) – and this may be the model which is needed to effect 
change here again]. 

Search for housing site distributed between one, some or all of the following: 
Eastchurch, Leysdown, Iwade, Newington, Teynham and Boughton Street.  Higher 
value locations are likely to appeal more to developers.  Those areas which are 
characterised by lower values - such as Leysdown and Eastchurch - may make housing 
delivery (including affordable) more challenging.  For other locations, such as Iwade, 
Newington and Boughton then delivery prospects are enhanced, reflecting the higher unit 
values achievable. 

Expansion of Kent Science Park.  On the basis that no significant/major new 
infrastructure is needed (i.e. new access/junction off the M2) to facilitate an expansion of 
the Science Park (6ha), then this proposal is expected to be deliverable, with phased 
development reflecting the demand from occupiers. 

Sittingbourne Northern Relief Road (NNR).  More clarity and financial testing needed 
on the costs involved in delivering the NNR, the extent to which public and developer 
funding is required to secure the delivery of this road, and how these funds are to be 
secured. 

Small Enterprise Centre at Leysdown. More certainty required on the form of the 
enterprise centre envisaged at Leysdown.  The types of uses envisaged will largely 
determine the overall viability of the enterprise centre, (i.e. industrial units may for example 
be a much less costly initiative compared to developing office space) although there is an 
expectation that the facility is unlikely to be self financing. 

 

OVERALL COMMENTS 

Subject to understanding further how the NNR will be funded and delivered, then this 
option has good potential to be delivered.  Other concerns relate to the extent to which 
major housing development might be promoted in locations such as Eastchurch and 
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Leysdown, given the low residential values achievable in this area (which in turn may 
reflect weaker demand in these areas). 

Delivery Prospects: Amber/Green.   
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Option 3 – Step change in employment growth and continuing previous policy 
provision for development concentrated at urban areas 

Urban regeneration in central Sittingbourne. Good prospect of delivery.  Key delivery 
issues may well relate to sunk costs needed to address remediation, flood risk and 
infrastructure requirements (especially roads and bridges, assuming the town centre SPD is 
implemented).  Delivery may rest on a flexible approach to phasing and affordable housing 
quotas: particularly if wider planning benefits are to be secured.  Some 25,000 sqm of 
office space is also envisaged, reflecting future forecasts for the Borough.  Weak office 
values make this more challenging to deliver, and may well need to be cross funded by 
other lucrative uses. 

Search for further urban regeneration opportunity at Queenborough and at 
Sheerness.  Both Queenborough and Sheerness are lower value housing areas, thus 
realising development here can be more challenging (and especially securing affordable 
housing target levels).  However, the increasing importance of the Port of Sheerness as an 
employment base (assuming that Vestas commitment to the site is secure) could help 
create stronger demand for homes in the area, thus possibly uplifting house prices over 
time.  Even so, the increasing importance of the Port of Sheerness as a strategic 
employment location and its impact on wider property demand is uncertain, and this 
proposal should seek to provide justification that the scale of development envisaged here 
can be delivered. 

Search for greenfield housing sites.  In broad terms, sites at Sittingbourne, Iwade and 
Teynham may prove to be more popular with developers compared to Minster/Halfway.  
This would reflect the higher values achievable in the former locations.  Generally, 
unconstrained, uncomplicated greenfield sites are viewed as more attractive from a 
commercial perspective. 

Additional greenfield employment provision for general industrial land and strategic 
distribution – greenfield land is likely to prove popular and more financially deliverable 
for employment uses where rents are fairly low.  The key issue here will be whether 
accessible sites can be secured, which offer good access to the trunk road/motorway 
network.  Despite there being reasonable take up of B2 and B8 employment space in 
Swale, it is still a financially marginal development proposition – especially if there are 
upfront infrastructure costs such as securing good access.  In some cases housing may be 
need to cross fund its delivery.   The extent to which this land is taken up is dependent 
upon demand from occupiers over time. 

Port of Sheerness expansion.  The scale of development proposed at Sheerness would 
need to be supported by evidence that demand exists to realise this objective.  In addition, 
ancillary uses such as retail/leisure (and to extent offices) are assumed to be driven out of 
growth plans for the Port itself and serving a more local market.  Overall far more 
information is needed to understand whether this is a viable proposition – especially given 
the scale of development proposed and a considerable number of costs uncertainties.  
Costly proposals, for example, such as land reclamation will need to be examined.  Thus, 
preparation of a feasibility study or a costed masterplan would be a sensible next step. 
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Expansion of Kent Science Park.  The delivery of this scale of development would rest on 
a number of key factors.  This would include the general availability of this type of space, 
its target market, accessibility, and general delivery timescales. However the delivery of this 
greatly expanded science park would be predicated on enhancing accessibility to the 
facility – and particularly a new junction on the M2 (see comments below) 

Notwithstanding accessibility issues, development assumptions needed to be examined in 
due course.  This includes looking at take up rates, demand and the wider supply of sites in 
the Kent area for this type of specialist use. 

New Junction at M2 and commitment to longer term aim of northward link to A2.  
This proposal is very likely to have significant cost implications, running into tens of 
millions.  A report has recently been submitted to the council which seeks to identify how 
the costs of this infrastructure (estimated at £76m) could be met.  This report cites a 
number of mechanisms for securing this sum including grant funding, Tax Increment 
Finance (TIF) and the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL).  The broad conclusion of the 
report appears to favour a TIF mechanism for securing the necessary monies to deliver the 
road infrastructure.  However, as the report rightly indicates, the financial model is only 
indicative, and would need to be rigorously tested.  Perhaps more importantly at this 
stage, the Council needs to recognise that TIF legislation is still to be put in place.  Even if 
it does make the statute books, the parameters under which it would work have yet to be 
detailed.  Also, TIF schemes require upfront funding and a party – or parties – that will 
underwrite the proposals:  a very substantial financial undertaking. 

Delivery of major highways improvement (such as motorway junctions) is also a long term 
process requiring very considerable forward planning and programming.  A new junction 
on the M2 at this location is not presently part of any Highways Agency programme.  Far 
more certainty would need to be placed on the programming of the delivery of this 
element. 

Also, although not explicitly mentioned, more clarity and financial testing is needed on the 
costs involved in delivering the NNR, the extent to which public and developer funding is 
required to secure the delivery of this road, and how these funds are to be secured. 

New employment site at Faversham.  The aim of seeking to improve Faversham’s 
employment stock is welcome (and reflects the comments of the Borough Employment 
Land Study 2010), although it needs to be recognised that some forms of employment 
space are not particularly viable.  Therefore, the potential to allow for some housing to 
cross fund the delivery of employment is positive.   

Small Enterprise Centre at Leysdown. More certainty required on the form of the 
enterprise centre envisaged at Leysdown.  The types of uses envisaged will largely 
determine the overall viability of the enterprise centre, (i.e. industrial units may for example 
be a much less costly initiative compared to developing office space.) although there is an 
expectation that the facility is unlikely to be self financing. 

OVERALL COMMENTS  

While a number of elements are potentially deliverable and less contentious, far more 
certainty needs to be placed on securing the level of infrastructure required to deliver 
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some of the more ambitious employment targets.  In particular, far more certainty needs 
to be placed on the improvements to M2 Junction 5, A2 link road (albeit only a 
commitment to review routes) and NNR.  A more detailed review of the evidence 
submitted to date is required.  Also, significant emphasis is placed upon the Port of 
Sheerness and expansion here.  More evidence is needed to examine whether this is a 
deliverable proposition ideally via a feasibility study or costed masterplan.  Generally, 
significant increases in housing will be expected to be supported by other necessary 
infrastructure – education, libraries, open space, health, etc.  This too will need to be 
assessed and considered for its cost implications.   

Delivery Prospects: Red/Amber.   
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Option 4 - Step change in employment and housing growth. 

Urban regeneration in central Sittingbourne. Good prospect of delivery.  Key delivery 
issues may well relate to sunk costs needed to address remediation, flood risk and 
infrastructure requirements (especially roads and bridges, assuming the town centre SPD is 
implemented).  Delivery may rest on a flexible approach to phasing and affordable housing 
quotas: particularly if wider planning benefits are to be secured.  Some 25,000 sqm of 
office space is also envisaged, reflecting future forecasts for the Borough.  Weak office 
values make this more challenging to deliver, and may well need to be cross funded by 
other lucrative uses. 

Search for further urban regeneration opportunity at Queenborough and at 
Sheerness.  Both Queenborough and Sheerness are lower value housing areas, thus 
realising development here can be more challenging (and especially securing affordable 
housing target levels).  However, the increasing importance of the Port of Sheerness as an 
employment base (assuming that Vestas commitment to the site is secure) could help 
create stronger demand for homes in the area, thus possibly improving prices.  Even so, 
the increasing importance of the Port of Sheerness as a strategic employment location is 
uncertain, and would require significant analysis to confirm.   

Search for housing sites which facilitate the unlocking of the capacity at Junction 5, 
M2.  A significant element of planning and viability testing would be required to 
determine whether this proposal could be achieved.  In particular, whether the suggested 
5,850 dwellings would be sufficient to pay for new and/or improved motorway junction 
access or if additional grant funding would be required [NB - this may well be the case 
even if the majority of the housing were on greenfield land].  It is also questionable 
whether this amount of housing could be delivered over the core strategy timescales.  
Previous trends point toward a lower Borough housing delivery rate per annum compared 
to 713 units p.a. under this option.  

[NB one approach to funding this infrastructure relates to the Council’s CIL schedule, and 
the ability to pool contributions for new infrastructure from sites across the borough – this 
too will need to be examined]  

A report in support of Kent Science Park has been recently submitted to the council which 
seeks to identify how the costs of this road infrastructure (estimated at £76m) could be 
met.  This report cites a number of mechanisms for securing this sum including grant 
funding, Tax Increment Finance (TIF) and the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL).  The 
broad conclusion of the report appears to favour a TIF mechanism securing the necessary 
monies to deliver the road infrastructure.  However, as the report rightly indicates, the 
financial model is only indicative and would need to be rigorously tested.  Perhaps more 
importantly at this stage, the Council needs to recognise that TIF legislation is still to be 
put in place.  Even if it does make the statute books, the parameters under which it would 
work have yet to be detailed.  Also, TIF schemes require upfront funding and a party – or 
parties – that will underwrite the proposals: a very significant financial undertaking. 
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Identify full route for Sittingbourne Southern Relief Road from M2 to A2.  Allied to 
the above point, undoubtedly, further work would be required to confirm the costs 
involved with this proposition.  It is likely a cocktail of funding would be required to secure 
its delivery, and almost certainly funding will not be available in the short term.  Under this 
Option this proposal appears to have more certainty placed on delivery of this 
infrastructure compared to Option 3.  As a result, it would be expected that a higher level 
of understanding of delivery mechanisms will be needed to support its inclusion in the 
Core Strategy. 

Also, although not explicitly mentioned, more clarity and financial testing needed on the 
costs involved in delivering the NNR, the extent to which public and developer funding is 
required to secure the delivery of this road, and how these funds are to be secured. 

Employment provisions at Sittingbourne, Kent Science Park, Port of Sheerness and 
Faversham as per Option 3 – please refer to previous comments. 

Small Enterprise Centre at Leysdown. More certainty required on the form of the 
enterprise centre envisaged at Leysdown.  The types of uses envisaged will largely 
determine the overall viability of the enterprise centre, (i.e. industrial units may for example 
be a much less costly initiative compared to developing office space.) although there is an 
expectation that the facility is unlikely to be self financing. 

OVERALL COMMENTS:   

Option 4 is the most ambitious option contained in the emerging Core Strategy.  Key – 
and considerable - concerns relate to the delivery of the key infrastructure to facilitate 
employment and housing growth, particularly the improvements/new motorway junctions, 
A2 link road and delivery of the NNR.  While some financial information has been 
submitted to the Council to support the A2/M2 infrastructure works, this will need to be 
rigorously interrogated especially given the scale of costs involved.  This will be a key next 
step.  Also, we have concerns regarding the considerably high expectation of residential 
development levels than that would need to be achieved when compared to the Borough’s 
recent historic trends.  Therefore, give the number of major delivery issues highlighted it 
would suggest that this spatial option would be very challenging to implement, and the 
evidence base will need to be robust and strongly supportive of the option if it is to 
proceed. 

Delivery Prospects:  Red. 
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Summary 

Each option is progressively more ambitious.  However, in options 3 and 4 a far greater 
emphasis is placed on Sheerness Port and improving access from the M2, together with 
other link roads.  These elements of the options pose the greatest uncertainties. 

Alongside this, the Council needs to be cognisant of ‘value’ issues, especially where major 
housing is considered in lower value areas (principally Sheppey).  Here, securing other 
wider community benefits off the back of development could be challenging given the 
likely viability issues. 


